
Indulge in the Aqua Lifestyle

Suitable for HDB/BTO Design

Storage Water Heater



ARCH ANALOGUE 15L/30L

1. Set the temperature by rotating the knob between LOW and HIGH.  
2. The light will turns RED during heating. When the desired temperature has been reached,    
    the light will change to GREEN. 
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ARCH ANALOGUE water heater has a contemporary design with built-in Fairwater sleeve, a device 
that produces 20% more hot water and equips with a 2500 watts heating element, it heats up water in 
less than 15 minutes. Fast & save, it is the best seller in its category.  



SLIM HORIZONTAL 20L water heater is designed to install at tight slab, the modern slim  compressed 
body with a stylish hot/cold indicator and coupled with Japan Antibacterial Efficacy (AG+) & Titanium 
tank will certainly make it a centrepiece in your bathroom.

SLIM HORIZONTAL 20L

1. Set the temperature by rotating the knob between LOW and HIGH.  
2. The indicator will light up in PURPLE during heating and when the desired temperature is   
    reached, the indicator will turn to BLUE.
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ARCH REMOTE embraces all the fantastic features of the ANALOGUE model and it is also the first
electric storage water heater that equips with a remote control function and pre-set timer; it saves up
to 21% in energy cost with intelligent timer.

ARCH REMOTE 15L/30L

Easy to control with wireless remote controller.

1. “-” to decrease the water temperature or time.
2. “+” to increase the water temperature or time.
3. “Timer” - Example if you set as 03,70oC, it means after 3 hours the heater will 
       automatically heat up to 70oC.
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RUBINE is a well-known and established Italian brand in the bathroom and kitchen industry. With more than 15 years of experiences, 
Rubine has a strong presence in numerous markets in the region, including Singapore, Malaysia, Indonesia and even Australia. Known for 
its contemporary design, innovation, functionality and quality, Rubine continues to develop products which will not only embellish your 
homes but also offer practical benefits.



Rubine S.r.l
Via Ponchielli 26, 10024 Moncalieri, Torino/Italy
www.rubine.it, Facebook.com/rubineitaly

Marketed by:
Casa (S) Pte Ltd

15 Kian Teck Crescent, Singapore 628884
T: (+65) 62680066

Email: rubine.@casa.com.sg

www.rubine.it


